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Instruction  
1. Participants first join through the whats app link then fill up the form. 
2. Link:-  https://chat.whatsapp.com/Jp76T72O5UA2fZYr4O8e4c 
3. Participants are requested to join 10 min before the webinar starts. 
4. The Webinar link will share on whats-app group and mail before 10min. 
5. E-Certificate will be given to those who successfully fill the feedback. 
6. Feedback link will share on the chat box during the end session of the 

Webinar. 
7. Feedback link remain active for 30min. after share on the chat box. 

N.B.- Participants are requested to keep mute both audio and video during the Webinar. 

Organized by 

https://chat.whatsapp.com/Jp76T72O5UA2fZYr4O8e4c


                Programme Schedule (26/08/2020) 
Inaugural session   
Opening Remark:-                                                                                                     Time 
Dr. Deba Bijaya Mishra   Asst. Professor and Head  Department of Commerce           4.00 PM 
Remuna Degree College Remuna, Balasore. 

Welcome address :- 
Mrs. Jayanti Nayak, Principal, Remuna Degree College Remuna, Balasore.                    4.05PM 

Technical session -I 
Dr. Sanjeeb Ku. Dey Asst.Professor, P.G. Dept. of Commerce,                                        4.10PM 
 Revenshaw University, Cuttack. 

Technical session -II 
Dr. Asutosh Prayas Dash, Asst. Professor, M.P.C. Auto. College, Baripada                    4.35PM 

Valedictory Session:- 
Concluding Remarks and Vote of Thanks by 
Sub Maj. Girish Kumar Sarangi, Chief Librarian, Remuna Degree College Remuna,     4.57PM 

                 Member of Organizing Committee 
Miss. Rashmi Rekha Mallick 
Asst. Professor Department of Commerce, Remuna Degree College Remuna, Balasore 
Miss  Sabita Pusty 
Asst. Professor Department of Economics, Remuna Degree College Remuna, Balasore 
Sub Maj. Girish Kumar Sarangi 
Chief Librarian, Remuna Degree College Remuna, Balasore 

                       Technical Support  
                           Mr. Narayan Hati & Mr. Kiran Kumar Prusty 

About The Webinar 
The COVID-19 pandemic brought extraordinary disruption in every possible realm; higher 
education is being just one. Given the rapidly evolving situation around the pandemic, has 
this forced shift from offline to online mode of teaching-learning given us a peek into the 
reality ahead? How will COVID-19 transforms the future of teaching-learning? 
Technology-enabled teaching is definitely the future we are looking toward, But will it be 
easy to make this transition? How should different stakeholders contribute to ensure a 
smooth transition? 
It is important to identify key challenges for students and teachers in the current scenario. 
Once identified, academic leadership and the government can address these through 
innovations in focus areas. Here is a list of focus areas. 
1. Higher Education Delivery e.g. challenges of emergency remote teaching; technology and 
remote delivery; assessment limitations arising from online formats; learning curves of 
faculty and students; costs to institutions; etc. 
2. Lives and Livelihoods, e.g. impact of isolation, loneliness, and mental health; losses 
(of support networks, income, and bereavements due to COVID-19); family commitments 
and juggling multiple roles; working from home; technology and physical spaces 
3.  Reflections on past and into the Future, e.g. what will be the “new normal” in Higher 
Education? What values, vulnerabilities, priorities, and opportunities have been revealed in 
the crisis and our varied responses? Where might we find hope? Areas of possible inquiry in 



these regards are: re-ordering of values and priorities in HE; realigning relations between 
teaching, research and service; emerging economic depression and university closures; 
recruitment; study abroad; internationalization; etc. 
4. Semester completion 
5. Jobs and internship opportunities 
6. Psychological disturbance 
7. Innovation through research 
8. Spending on tech infrastructure 
9. Reduced paying capacity of parents 
10.      Stress on Artificial intelligence. 
        Under these circumstances this Webinar is an attempt to take necessary measure for 
ensuring quality higher education. 

About The College  
  Remuna Degree College stands on the out skirt of Balasore, claiming twin-town impression 
surrounded by industries and factories. Keeping this in view, the inceptors established this 
institutions in the year 1996 in between Balasore Medical College and New-campus of F.M. 
University to cater to the need of higher education  of rural and backward class students of 
the district, and nearby district Mayurbhanj, having thick tribal population. Remuna is well-
accessible to all kinds of learners and scholars for strays of read communication. Thus, 
Remuna Degree College proves as an educational hub for seekers of new opportunity to 
near future. 
    This institution grows on public effort and serves a wholistic purpose of Nation building. 
The campus includes multi-storeyed buildings, digital library, well furnished laboratories and 
lavatories, eco-friendly green garden , Savoy canteen, Ladies hostel and specious play 
ground. For conducive academic atmosphere there are in built air conditioned English 
laboratory, conference hall and well lighted class rooms. What makes it different from other 
institutions is its “solitariness” or Isolation from the crowd. This uniqueness is rewarded in 
NAAC visits in the year 2016 as B++ and assured progressive programme Rusa shortly. As a 
blooming bud, it grows and works in continuous process with high expectation for the 
fulfilment of “perfection”, the ultimate goal of education. 

About The Department   
The commerce department of the Remuna Degree College takes an initiation to provide 
need best education in commerce commensurating its locality i.e. industrial area of 
Balasore. Affiliated to F.M. University, the department adopts CBCS pattern syllabus and 
core subjects for formal teaching process and semesters. Along with this, the department 
provide the scope of practical accessibility to nearby companies and factories for intensive 
studies of accounts of office management. Such steps taken by the department makes them 
innovative and perceptive. Thus, they can reap harvest of their studies. 


